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1. Morphosyntactic structure of Thai 

 Basic constituent order SVO, often changed for pragmatic 

reasons 

 Known or retrievable arguments may be dropped 

 No inflectional morphology 

 Extensive use of grammaticalised lexemes, both nominal 

and verbal 
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2. Marking of semantic and grammatical relations 

 

- verbal semantics (no overt marking) 

 
(1) khǎw  nâŋ  tóʔ. 
   he    sit   table 
   ‘He is sitting at the table.’ 
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- prepositions (often derived from nouns or verbs) 

 

(2) khǎw  tham  ŋaan  thîi       kruŋthêep. 
   he    do    work  place>LOC Bangkok 
   ‘He works in Bangkok.’ 
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- secondary verbs (V2) in serial verb constructions 

 
(3) khǎw  wîŋ  khâw  ɓâan. 
   he    run  enter  house 
   ‘He ran into the house.’ 
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3. Expressions of benefactive relations 

 

a. V2 with inherent benefactive semantics 
 

(4a)  mɛɛ̂    sɯ́ɯ  khənǒm  líəŋ  lûuk. 
    mother buy   sweets   feed child 
    ‘The mother bought sweets for her children (to eat).’ 
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also 
 
(4b) mɛɛ̂    sɯ́ɯ  khənǒm  fàak   lûuk. 
    mother buy   sweets   entrust  child 
    ‘The mother bought sweets for her children.’ 
 
(4c) mɛɛ̂    sɯ́ɯ  khənǒm  phɯ̀ə    lûuk. 
    mother buy   sweets   set.aside child 
 ‘The mother bought sweets for her children.’  
 (besides buying some for herself) 
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(4d)  khǎw  pay  təlàat   thɛɛn   phɯ̂ən. 
     he    go   market replace friend 
     ‘He goes to the market in his friend’s stead.’ 
 
 
(4e)  nák.riən  khǐən ŋaan  sòŋ  khruu. 
     student  write  work  send teacher 
     ‘The students write a paper for the teacher.’ 
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Characteristics of benefactive V2s: 

- Low degree of grammaticalisation 

    →  Specific semantics retained 

       →  Restricted applicability 

- BENEFICIARY is object of V2; may be dropped 

- BENEFICIARY is not marked by preposition (DIRECT OBJECT) 

- Two cores (BENEFICIARY argument only of V2) 
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b. Prepositions with benefactive and related meanings 
 
i.   sǎmràp ‘for’  (from Khmer sɔmrap ‘to use for’) 

 

(5) khǎw  càt    nǎŋsɯ̌ɯ sǎmràp khruu. 
   he    arrange book    for    teacher 
   ‘He is preparing the books for the teacher (to use).’ 
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ii.   kàp / kɛɛ̀  > kàʔ / kə  ‘to, with’ 

 

(6) khǎw  ɓɔɔ̀k kàp  mɛɛ̂    wâa  càʔ pay hǎa  phɯ̂ən. 
   he    tell  to   mother SAY  IRR go  seek friend 
   ‘He told his mother that he was going to see a friend.’ 
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iii.  phɯ̂ə ‘for the benefit/sake of’  
   (older/dialectal meaning ‘because of’) 

 

(7) phɔɔ̂  tham ŋaan  nàk   phɯ̂ə  lûuk. 
   father do   work  heavy for   child 
   ‘The father works hard for (the sake of) his children.’ 
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Summary of Prepositions 
 
-  sǎmràp is used as translation equivalent of English ‘for’ 

(formal language) 
 
-  lit. kɛɛ̀ ‘to’ merges with kàp ‘with’ to mark INDIRECT OBJECTS 
 
-  phɯ̂ə introduces a remote/indirect beneficiary to any situation 

→ only phɯ̂ə is inherently benefactive 
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4. The grammatical uses of hây ‘give’ 
 
i. Purposive subordinator ‘in order to, so that’ 
 
(8) khǎw  khàp  rót rew  hây  thɯ̌ŋ  ɓâan  kɔɔ̀n  thîəŋ. 
   he    drive  car fast  GIVE arrive house before noon 
   ‘He drives fast in order to be home before noon.’ 
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ii. Indicator of different subject 
 
(9a)  khǎw  yàak  kin  khənǒm. 
    he    DES   eat  sweets 
    ‘He wants to eat sweets.’ 
 
(9b) khǎw  yàak hây  (phǒm) kin khənǒm. 
    he    DES  GIVE (1sm)  eat sweets 
    ‘He wants me to eat sweets.’ 
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iii. Causative marker (permissive, jussive) 
 
(10)  mɛɛ̂    hây  ɗèk-ɗèk   pay lên  kan  khâaŋ nɔɔ̂k. 
     mother GIVE child-RDP go  play PL   side   out 
     ‘The mother lets/makes the children go to play outside.’ 
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iv. Postverbal marker of “altruistic” act (benefactive) 
 
(11a) lûuk  yàak kin nom,  mɛɛ̂    kɔ.̂lɤɤy  sɯ́ɯ maa  hây. 
  child  DES  eat milk  mother therefore buy  come  GIVE 
 ‘The child wanted to drink milk, so the mother bought some 

for her.’ 
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Overt beneficiary optionally marked as INDIRECT OBJECT  
(regularly so in older texts, less in newer literary style): 
 
(11b)  mɛɛ̂    sɯ́ɯ nom hây  (kàp) lûuk. 
   mother buy  milk GIVE (to)  child 
   ‘The mother bought milk for her child.’ 
 
(11c)  mɛɛ̂    rɔɔ́ŋ phleeŋ  hây  (kàp) lûuk. 
   mother sing song   GIVE (to)  child 
   ‘The mother is singing a song for her child.’ 
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Functions i. – iv. often combined in one sentence: 
 
(12) mɛɛ̂    rɔɔ́ŋ phleeŋ  hây  (*kàp) lûuk  faŋ. 
  mother sing song   GIVE (*to)  child  listen 
  ‘The mother is singing a song for her child to listen.’ 
 
hây here  i.   PURPOSIVE (‘so that the child listens’) 
     ii.  DIFFERENT SUBJECT (‘mother sings, child listens’) 
     iii.  CAUSATIVE (‘makes the child listen’) 
     (iv. BENEFACTIVE (‘sings for the child’))  
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Extended use of postverbal hây 
 

- hây can replace other benefactive V2s   
 (beneficiary usually not overtly expressed): 

 
(13) thâa khun mây wâaŋ, phǒm càʔ sɔɔ̌n hây. 
    if   2    NEG free   1sm  IRR teach  GIVE 
    ‘If you are not free, I will teach for you.’ 
 
    (hây here = thɛɛn ‘replace’, DEPUTATIVE BENEFACTIVE) 
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- hây can be used to with intransitive verbs: 

 
(14) hàak cam.pen  khâa  càʔ  taay hây   ʔeŋ   ɗây. 
    if   necessary 1fam  IRR  die  GIVE  2fam  GET 
    ‘If necessary I can/am ready to die for you.’ 
    (‘in your place’: DEPUTATIVE; ‘for your sake’: PURE BEN) 
 
(otherwise: taay phɯ̂ə ʔeŋ ‘die for you’, i.e. to protect your life) 
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- hây is compatible with malefactive participants (rare): 
 
(15) khâa kuu   thammay? kuu   tham ʔəray  hây  mɯŋ  rɯ̌ɯ? 
    kill  1fam  why     1fam  do   what  GIVE 2fam  Q 
    ‘Why do you (want to) kill me? What have I done to you?’ 
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Benefactive/malefactive reading is context dependent: 
 
(16a)  khǎw  hǎn       lǎŋ  hây  fɛɛn. 
     he    turn.around back GIVE lover 
     ‘He turned his back on his girlfriend.’ 
 
(16b)  khǎw  hǎn       lǎŋ  hây  mɔɔ̌. 
     he    turn.around back GIVE doctor. 
     ‘He turned his back to the doctor.’ 
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The semantics of hây depends on the semantics of the whole 
construction: 
 
(17a) lûuk  sòŋ  còt.mǎay hây   mɛɛ̂. 
     child  send letter    GIVE  mother 
     ‘The child sent a letter for her mother.’ (DEPUTATIVE) 
 
(17b)  lûuk  sòŋ  ŋɤn    hây   mɛɛ̂. 
     child  send money  GIVE  mother 
     ‘The child sent money to her mother.’ (RECIPIENT) 
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(17c) lûuk  sòŋ  còt.mǎay pay  hǎa  mɛɛ̂. 
     child  send letter    go   seek mother 
     ‘The child sent a letter to her mother.’ 
 
(17d) * lûuk  sòŋ  ŋɤn    pay  hǎa  mɛɛ̂. 
      child  send money  go   seek mother 
intended:  ‘The child sent money to her mother.’ 
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5. hây vs. phɯ̂ə 

- hây marks the verb as benefactive 
- beneficiary may be dropped 
- beneficiary directly benefits from act expressed by verb 
- beneficiary may (but need not) be recipient 
 
- phɯ̂ə introduces beneficiary (must be expressed overtly) 
- beneficiary indirectly benefits from act expressed by verb 
- beneficiary may be (but usually is not) recipient 
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(18a)  mɛɛ̂    rɔɔ́ŋ phleeŋ  hây  lûuk. 
     mother sing song   GIVE child 
     ‘The mother is singing a song for her child.’  
     (→ the child is listening) 
 
(18b)  lûuk  rɔɔ́ŋ phleeŋ  phɯ̂ə  mɛɛ̂. 
     child  sing song   for   mother 
     ‘The children are singing for their mother.’ 
     (→ to collect money for her, to celebrate her birthday) 
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(19a)  mɛɛ̂    sɯ́ɯ nom hây  lûuk. 
     mother buy  milk GIVE child 
     ‘The mother buys milk for her child.’ 
     (→ to give to her child) 
 
(19a)  mɛɛ̂    tham  khéek phɯ̂ə  lûuk. 
     mother make  cake  for   child 
     ‘The mother bakes a cake for her child.’ 
     (→ to make him happy by giving it to him) 
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6. Summary of benefactive strategies in Thai 

- Different, mostly semantically full, V2s with inherent benefactive 
semantics; restricted applicability; beneficiary = argument of V2 

 Extraction of beneficiary not possible (some exceptions): 
 
 (20) * lûuk  lɛʔ̀ ,  mɛɛ̂    sɯ́ɯ nom  maa  líəŋ. 
      child  FOC  mother buy  milk  come  feed 
Intended: ‘It’s her child that the mother bought milk for.’ 
    
     also *líəŋ lûuk lɛʔ̀, mɛɛ̂ sɯ́ɯ nom maa.  
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- Extended use of V2 GIVE in different BENEFACTIVE functions (PURE, 
RECIPIENT, DEPUTATIVE), VP+GIVE = VPBEN;  

 beneficiary = core argument (direct or oblique) 
 Extraction of beneficiary possible (but uncommon): 
 
 (21) lûuk  lɛʔ̀ ,  mɛɛ̂    rɔɔ́ŋ phleeŋ  hây. 
     child  FOC  mother sing song   GIVE 
     ‘It’s for her child that the mother is singing a song.’ 
 
but   *hây lûuk lɛʔ̀, mɛɛ̂ rɔɔ́ŋ phleeŋ.  
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- Preposition phɯ̂ə to mark INDIRECT (REMOTE) BENEFICIARY; 
beneficiary = peripheral participant 

 Extraction of beneficiary possible only together with preposition or 
with resumptive pronoun: 

 
 (22) phɯ̂ə  lûuk  lɛʔ̀ ,  phɔɔ̂  tham  ŋaan  nàk.. 
     for    child  FOC  father do    work  heavy 

     ‘It’s for his child that the father works hard.’  
 
  or  lûuk  lɛʔ̀,  phɔɔ̂ tham ŋaan nàk phɯ̂ə  khǎw.   
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Marking Syntax Function 

Ben. V2 
Benef. optional, 
unmarked;  
two cores 

according to verbal semantics 

V2 hây 
Benef. optional, 
optionally marked; 
single core 

PURE BENEFACTIVE, RECIPIENT, 
DEPUTATIVE; may replace other V2s 
(usually with beneficiary omitted) 

Prep. 
phɯ̂ə 

Benef. overt, 
unmarked 

REMOTE/INDIRECT BENEFACTIVE 
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